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Alpha 1.3 : Fixed a bug which caused clients grenades to launch players further. Fixed a bug which caused items to behave
strangely when being dropped around other players stopping players from dropping items. Tweaked Knockback on items that
launch the player to occasionally critically launch them *Rocket MAAA.* last time I promise. Fixed builder droid colour
sometimes not showing. (I think i got it this time). Tweaked the material collision on the Hexes to make footstep sounds a little
smoother. Tweaked the trail particle for players when they soar through the air. Tweaked player trail particles. Tweaked the
grenade explosion to work mid-air (before the impulse was defaulting at 0'0'0). Added a sound for when walking on wood.
Tweaked the player "in air" arm trail particle. Fixed not being able to press enter to confirm in some menu screens. Fixed a UI
visual bug caused by a player leaving a lobby. Potential fix for SteamVR showing up on startup. Adjusted the Picking Phase
screen to work better on 3:4 monitors. Fixed an issue which stopped the lobby from correctly updating the amount of players
currently joined. Fixed an issue that stopped controllers from changing the audio options. Fixed shotgun projectiles ground
through walls.. Guardians Of The Past - 1.0 - Full Release : It's been nearly 8 months since we launched in Early Access, and
after numerous updates, we are finally happy to call Guardians Feature Complete. Its been a long and enjoyable road and we
couldn't have done it without our early backers.. Update Alpha 3.0! - Miniguns, Library And More! : Hey Guardians! This
update brings a whole batch of new features and fixes along with some groundwork for future features and mechanics coming
soon! --------------------------. Alpha 2.2 Patch Notes : Added a grow animation to The Boomer trap when it spawns. Added a
particle effect to the Confusion Staff. Added a pulse animation for countdown timers. Added a scale dilation to items when they
spawn in. Added a Scale dilation to the Physics body of The Boomer trap. Added a slight delay to the scoreboard screen at the
end of tiebreakers. Added a spawn bounce animation to items when they spawn. Added sounds to all the items. Adjusted sliders
to now adjust in 5% iterations on controllers. Animated various elements in the map selection screen. Buffed the dart trap to
deal more damage and also apply a poison effect. Changed the way that the Harpoon projectile connects its cable component to
now start from the projectile rather than the player/Harpoon item. Changed some sounds for items. Changed the Harpoon
Model. Changed the Main Menu music. Changed the model for the Harpoon projectile and gave it an animation. Fixed a
replication error in the map select screen that caused clients to not see when maps are removed/changed. Fixed being able to
navigate when searching for a match. Fixed The Boomer trap Physics body to be less jittery and act a little more predictable.
Fixed the Boomer trap Physics body to spawn after the build animation. Fixed The Grabber trap not stopping a player from
being pulled across it with the harpoon. Made items slightly bigger to help with visibility. Stopped the camera from tracking a
player after death for a short duration. Tweaked items to be easier to pick up (Now takes into account the distance from the
player and picks up the closest). Tweaked The Boomers physics to be a little more reliable. Tweaked the camera on 'The Ship'
map to help it keep better focus. Updated the local lobby/pick on-screen buttons to now be clickable. Updated the local
lobby/pick/hud screen to now change the controller icons depending on whether Xbox/PS4 is set in the options.. Guardians Of
The Past - 1.1 Update - Achievements! : Hey Guardians, You may have noticed the over the last few days the new addition of
achievements. There are 12 currently with the possibility of more being added in the future. We think they are suitably
challenging but easily accomplished over time. To enable these achievements, we've pushed an update with a couple of minor
changes too. Enabled Achievements. Changed the default gadget difficulty to Advanced in online sessions. Added in a new
default taskbar icon. Reduced the cooldown of the hammer by 50%. Reduced the damage of the hammer by 25%. As usual, if
you have any questions, bugs or suggestions, feel free to let us know on our community hub or in our discord.. Alpha 4.0! - New
Island Arena, New Character and More! : Alpha 4.0! Our next big update is here! That's right, we've been hard at work looking
at some of the more intricate parts of GOTP but we have also spent time looking at some of the suggestions from our last public
event way back in August. Update 4.0 Trailer Meet Captain Finley!. Alpha 1.1 Hotfix : Removed sessions that are currently in
progress from the server browser. Added failsafe for players joining a session already started. Added a new model for the spikes
in Pit map. Fixed current players not showing correctly. Fixed leaderboard sometimes not showing other players. Fixed builder
droid colour sometimes not showing correctly. Fixed slotmachine reels sometimes spinning forever. Fixed sometimes not being
able to leave couch play. Fixed multiple characters being spawned in online lobby after player previously exiting couch play.
Fixed being unable to click on chat to send messages in game. Fixed multiplayer button prompts showing the wrong controls for
Battle Mode. Tweaked Stinger projectile positioning. Tweaked Spawn particle.. Alpha 1.2 : Fixed an issue which cause loadings
screens to remain on screen. Fixed Joust map floor collision allowing players to fall through the world when they die. Fixed Pit
map floor collision allowing players to fall through the world when they die. Fixed Joust wall collision allowing players to leave
the playing area. Fixed Pit wall collision allowing players to leave the playing area. Fixed grenade explosion knockback not
affecting players in mid air. Fixed issues with the game if atleast 1 player fails load into the map successfully. Fixed a bug
which stopped the host from removing a previously selected map. Fixed the In-Game Menu getting stuck on if left open
between level transitions Reduced damage of the sword. Increased the knockback distance on the shotgun. Increased damage of
the confusion staff. Increased damage of the shotgun. Added a trail particle for players when they soar through the air *Rocket
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